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Abstract.
In this paper we study the existence of critical points of a functional depending on O C I2 through its perimeter and the solution of the Diriclilet problem in 0, under the constraint that the measure of £1 is given. We give a sufficient condition for the existence of critical points using the implicit function theorem.
Introduction.
In this paper we present a sufficient condition for the existence of regular critical points of some energy functional associated with an interior twodimensional electromagnetic casting problem. This problem has been studied from different points of view by some authors, for instance [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] . However, the existence where H* is the curvature of <9fT and is the unit exterior normal vector to <9Q*.
Equations (2) are necessary conditions for a regular set fi* to be a solution of the following shape optimization problem (see, for example, [4] ):
E{Sl*) = mm{E{fl), fi e O}, 
with D = (dx, dy), and E(Q) = e(f2)+P(f2). Recall that e(fi) is nothing but the "energy" of the Dirichlet problem in Q.
The regular subset Q* that obeys (2) 
Prom (ii) we deduce that lim = 0 and therefore P(fl*) -27rro and m(Q*) = irrh this implies that fl* = B{xq,tq) for some xo G IR2. Taking x = x0 in (5) and letting /z tend to infinity, we get lim /zeM = 0. Then, from (5) we have (letting /z tend to infinity):
[I->00 e(P(xo, r0)) < e(B(x,ro)), for x E R2, which says that xq is a minimum of the function
Now, since we are interested in the solutions of (2), we shall assume that there exists
Xq £ IR2 such that Dh(x0) = (0,0), D2h(xo) has nonzero eigenvalues, (6) where D2 is the matrix operator Dl ■ D. Thus, we think of the solutions Q* of (2) as perturbations of the domain fio := B(x0,r0) (letting T0 denote the boundary of Qo)-Since \i >> 1, we set fj, = a'2 and introduce 
Remark 1.2. The main tool we use to prove existence of critical points of E is the implicit function theorem applied near (0,0,0) to some function F of (cr, tp, A) (see (17), (18)), which involves the left-hand side of (7) .
The hypothesis (6) is not explicit.
However, in the case of radial functions, this hypothesis is equivalent to another explicit condition. ro Jo J Jo Thus, in particular, for any radial function j with supp(j) C B(0, ro) and integral nonzero (with respect to the measure rdr) the hypotheses (6) are always fulfilled.
Proof. Using classical results concerning the differentiability with respect to the shape of an integral which depend on the solution (see, for example, [7] , [8] ) we can prove that Dh(0) = 11^) +fe)2 ^+ & where Uq0(^o) is the shape derivative of wq at in the direction z/q, given bỹ
with i, j = 1,2 and vo = (^o, Vg). We remark that, with the hypothesis of the proposition, the condition of the proposition, Dh(0) and D2h{0,0) are well defined. It is easy to see that when j is a radial function we have that 0) is not invertible). However, the disk £?(0,ro), which obviously is an optimal shape, is not unique. Indeed, for any x G De we have that Ub(x,t0) is equal to Ug(o,r0)> modulo one translation.
Thus, the optimal shape 5(0, ro) is not unique.
Preliminary results.
Let tq (resp. r(cr, i/j)) denote the unit tangent vector to To (resp. r(cr, tp)) such that vq A ro = 1 (resp. v(cr, tp) A r(cr, i/j) = 1) where A is the product operator given by where d(-)/dso is the derivative of (■) with respect to the arclength of Tq.
In order to simplify the notation when there is no confusion, we do not specify the dependence on (cr,ip). Thus, we will write just F, fl, is, r, Tt, u. m. T, U and s instead ofT(a,ip), n{cr,ip), v{a,ip), T{cr,ip), H{a,ip), umT(a,ip), U(a,ip) and s(a,ip). a \dso dsl Then, the second statement of the lemma follows easily using (9). □ For (a,ip) € R x C2(ro), let U(a,ip) be a C2 extension with compact support of U(a,ip) given, for example, by Lemma 6.38 in [2] , and T(a,ip) = I + U(cr,%p). Let DT(cr,'il)) (resp. [DT(a,ip)]~1) denote the Jacobian matrix of T(cr, i/>) (resp. the inverse matrix of DT(a,ip)).
From [8] we have that from R x C2(r0) into C°(R2;R4) x C°(R2;R4) is of class C1 near (0,0). From [8] , essentially using the implicit function theorem, we also have Lemma 2.2. The function i-> uoT from R x C2(Fo) into VF2,p(f20) is of class C1 near (0, 0). (7) and (8) .
Proof. From the above remark, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that Fi(er, ip, A) = 0 is equivalent to (7) .
Assume that (7) is satisfied and v = (i/1, v2). For (p £ C2(Fo) it is easy to show that J H(cr,i/j)vl ds = 0 and J vl ds = 0, i = 1,2.
Note that the first equality above is obtained from the formula of integration by parts on the boundary Tq (see, for instance, [2] ).
Then, multiplying (7) Then, since a ^ 0, dividing F\ = 0 by a we obtain (7) , which proves the lemma. □ Now, we are able to prove Theorem 1.1. The essential tool we use is the implicit function theorem applied to the function F at (0,0,0). Thus, we need to prove that F is of class C1 near (0,0,0) and its derivative with respect to (t/>, A) defines an isomorphism thanks to the additional term mentioned in Remark 2.7.
Proof of the main result.
We prove first the following lemma: Thus, any solution of (25) is of the previous form and it is 27rro-periodic. This implies that D2h(xo)-t(4>) -0. Since the matrix D2h(xo) is invertible by virtue of the hypothesis (6) , it follows that t(4>) = (0,0). But t(<f>) = (Ci,C2)/2, which shows that C± = C2 = 0.
Thus (</>, A) = (0,0), which proves (iii.l).
(iii.2) Surjectivity of (0, A) -> D^iAF(0,0,0)(<£, A). Let Co(r0) = G c2(r0), jf ^ = oj, c0°(r0) = {</> g c°(r0), jf v = oj.
First, we prove the surjectivity of 4> G c02(r0) -D^AFi(0,0,0)^,0) G c0°(r0).
Indeed, let A-1 denote the operator A-1 : Co(r0) -> Cg(ro), defined by A-1/ = </>, d? (j) such that --7T = /, which is well defined. Then, multiplying by -A-1 the equation ds0
D^aF! (0,0,0) (0,0) = /, we get that it is equivalent to
Let A denote the operator A : C2(r0) -> C02(r0) with Act> = H20A-1<p-J±1(A-1v0)-D2h(x0)-t((f>).
I1 o|
It is clear that A is compact continuous, and from (iii.l) its eigenvalues are different from -1. This implies that I + A is continuous invertible. Then, for any / G Co(r0), there exists <p G Co(ro) a solution of 0 + A(j> = -A-1/, which is equivalent to A/>,aFl(0, 0,0)(0,0) = f. using the fact that t(cp) = t(<po), we get D$^F(Q, 0,0)(0, A) = (/, /u), which proves the assertion (iii.2).
(iii.3) Continuity of (<p, A) -> D^:aF(0, 0,0)(0, A) = (/,//). This follows by the next estimate:
IIAfr,AFi(0,0,0)(<£, A)||Co(ro) + \D1p^F2(0,0,0)(0, A)| < C(||0||c2(ro) + l^l)i which is a consequence of (21) and (22). Thus (iii) is proved and the proof of the theorem is achieved. □ Remark 3.2. The basic space chosen in this paper is C2(r0). Thus, if (ip,A) is a solution of (7), (8) , then is a domain of class C2. In fact, in [5] it is proved that if S7(cr, -0) is of class C2, then it is analytic. Remark 3.3. In this paper we have considered (2), the interior free boundary problem concerning the interior Dirichlet problem (1). Instead of (2), one can consider the following exterior free boundary problem: is such that Dhe(0,0) = 0, D2he(0,0) invertible,
then we have an existence result for the problem (26) similar to Theorem 1.1. The proof of this result is extremely similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1; so we do not present it here. The only difference with respect to the interior free boundary problem (2) is that we need the differentiability with respect to the shape of the exterior Dirichlet problem (27) instead of (1). More precisely we need results, similar to Lemmas 2.2-2.5 and Corollary 2.3 for the problem (27). The proof of these differentiability results is more technical than the proof of Lemmas 2.2-2.5 and Corollary 2.3. We remark that these results for p = 2 are presented in [6] .
